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Community event series

Throughout the Project Lift Community Engagement 
Events 2020/21 we explored the ‘what’ of leadership -
together establishing the 12 indicators of good leadership. 
In the latest Community Events Series 2021/11, we 
aim to collectively explore the ‘how’ of good leadership -
how we practically live these indicators in our everyday.

During this series, we aim to build on the 12 indicators and 
collectively explore what these look like in practice. We will 
be opening up some key leadership conversations of the 
moment to inspire, connect, learn and grow together as a 
community of leaders in health, social care, and social 
work.

On 25 November 2021, we invited Project Lift community 
members and sector leaders to come together to explore ‘
‘Why it matters to lead by example’ and what 
opportunities can emerge within our own teams and 
organisations by doing so.

This pack provides an 
overview of the 

discussions.

1. Trust

7. Authenticity

4.Values-driven

6. Role-modelling

12. Creating 
space for 
reflection

2. Small things 
matter

11. Challenging 
negative 

behaviours

10. 
Humour

5. 
Understanding 

your team

9. Flexibility and 
adaptability

3. Purpose-driven

8. Kindness

12 indicators of good leadership

https://projectlift.scot/community-engagement-2021-report/
https://projectlift.scot/events/
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Getting practical: Why it matters to lead by example

Our objectives for the session were to:

1. Support the collective understanding of how to 
implement the key indicators of good leadership 
across healthcare and social services in Scotland.

2. Explore how leaders can ‘lead by example’ within a 
team or organisation.

3. Provide participants with a chance to build 
connections, feel energised and inspired, and a safe 
space for learning and reflection.

Flow of the session:

1. Welcome

2. Opening perspectives

3. Breakout discussions

4. Whole group sharing

5. Closing reflections and next 
steps
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Who joined us?

Project Lift exists to support leadership at all levels and at all stages, in all 
roles across health, social care, and social work in Scotland. A core 
aim of the community events series is to broaden Project Lift’s reach and 
connect to more of the system, and so these events were open to all.

We were joined by 73 colleagues from across health, social care, and social 
work in Scotland. 

Participants joined us from across the system, including those working in 
programme management, pharmacy, psychiatry, organisational development, 
operations, learning and development and nursing.

This included a range of organisations across Scotland, including Sense 
Scotland, Barnardos,  NHS National Services Scotland, Social Work Scotland, 
Community Integrated Care, Highland Council, Glasgow City Council and NHS 
organisations in: Lothian, Grampian, Borders, Tayside, Forth Valley and more.
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Section 1: Welcome and introductions (1/2)

To understand who was in the room and why they joined, we ask participants: ‘Why are you signing up for this event?’ in the 
registration form and asked the poll question ‘Have you attended a Project Lift event before?’ during the session. 

49 participants responded to the poll. Just under half of respondents 
were joining a Project Lift event for the first time. Nearly a quarter of 
respondents had attended at least three events. The majority of 
participants were primarily looking to build their leadership skills, 
hear from the speakers, and have time for reflection.
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Section 2: Opening perspectives (1/4)

We then opened up the discussion by hearing from our speakers, who shared their own experiences on why it really means to be a 
great leader in an integrated health and social care system. We asked them to reflect on the following question:

“Why does it matter to lead by example?”

Our speakers:

Brigid Russell
Coach & Consultant, 

Brigid Russell Coaching 
Limited

Joanna Macdonald
Deputy Chief Social Work 

Adviser, Scottish 
Government

Donald Macaskill
Chief Executive, Scottish 

Care
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Section 2: Opening perspectives - Donald Macaskill (2/4)

Donald spoke about the importance of leading from the ‘middle of the procession’ rather than 
dictating from the front. Leadership should be at the heart of a community, and it is the role of a leader 
to ensure those without a voice are heard and supported to be part of the work your team is doing 
together.

Donald reminded us that relationships take time to build and grow. Often relationships will go through 
cycles, and that is okay - our working relationships should evolve and change over time.

Leading by example should encompass authenticity. He highlighted that most of us can recall a leader 
who we feel were not always genuine or did not ‘walk the walk’. Vulnerability is essential to leading 
by example - you cannot expect your team to do something you aren’t willing to do yourself. Donald 
said, “The older I get, the less I know, but the more I understand”- and he understands that being 
vulnerable is what makes an individual able and capable to lead.

Leading by example is about being dynamic and accepting change. Donald recalled how he is not 
the same leader he was years ago, he has evolved and learnt many lessons and will continue to do so.

“Why does it matter to lead by example?”

Watch the recording of 
Donald’s talk here

Donald Macaskill
Chief Executive, Scottish 

Care

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ussQlgqlsj-NJ5PxSFP5P2DivSiKczqw/view?usp=sharing
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Section 2: Opening perspectives - Joanna Macdonald (3/4)

Joanna started by talking about being ‘the leader of your dreams’ - she shared that best way to do this is 
to believe in yourself and have confidence in your uniqueness.

Joanna highlighted the impact of change, and how change can be difficult for some colleagues to 
process. Not everyone feels comfortable with changes to team structures and organisations. 
Organisational change can impact someone’s ‘professional identity’, and in turn, this may impact a 
colleague’s sense of belonging and the organisation's culture. 

Leaders can try to manage these challenges by truly listening to staff, asking them what their concerns 
are and working with them to help solve the issues and promote the value of differences within the 
workforce.

A resource Joanna has found valuable is Brene Brown’s work on the power of vulnerability. This 
helped Joanna to reflect on what aspects of her leadership she has been less confident in, and identify 
where she has changed who she is to blend into what she thought she should be.

She shared that often leaders feel like they should conform to what they believe a leader should look, 
sound, feel like. However, a key aspect of leading by example is being authentic in your leadership.

“Why does it matter to lead by example?”

Watch the recording of 
Joanna’s talk here

Joanna Macdonald
Deputy Chief Social Work 

Adviser, Scottish 
Government

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1u7n27YBs0CbAEkoPe6lRcKq3guthN9TV/view?usp=sharing
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Section 2: Opening perspectives- Brigid Russell (4/4)

Brigid encouraged everyone to reflect on a situation where they have been negative or difficult. She 
highlighted that when we label certain behaviours, it creates an ‘us’ and ‘them’ dynamic - but often we sit on 
both sides of the table.

Brigid reflected on the possibility for leaders (and all colleagues) to put more effort towards understanding 
each other and resist the temptation to jump to conclusions based on our own assumptions.

Leadership is just another aspect of being human, and if we can encourage others to understand the person 
behind their behaviours, we could all be more compassionate and have greater shared understanding for 
one another.

Brigid shared some ways to to better understand people’s behaviours:

● listen to someone for a few minutes longer than you usually would, and avoid interrupting people to 
hear them fully;

● be curious in your thinking;
● don’t be afraid to stay silent when someone is talking, giving them space to talk; and
● reflect on your own behaviours and responses to others.

Brigid also shared that leaders can increase colleagues sense of belonging by making them feel seen and 
heard for who they really are.

“Why does it matter to lead by example?”

Watch the recording of 
Brigid’s talk here

Brigid Russell
Coach & Consultant, 

Brigid Russell Coaching 
Limited

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hVyo_atdIrraOCefVbHL54isFbkSPjwG/view?usp=sharing
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Section 2: Reflections from participants

Our speakers’ opening perspectives inspired a lot of discussion from participants, who shared their reflections...

“The small things are so important.”

“A hello costs us nothing and really makes a 
difference to people.”“'I should not have to apologise 

for all that I am' - our 
experiences, good and bad 
and what we learn from them 
are what makes us who we 
are.”

“Creating a space for others to do their 
work. Like that concept.”

...on leadership approaches ...on supporting and enabling others

“Love that [quote] about the older I get the less I 
know but the more I understand.”

“Reflecting on and resonating with one of 
Joanna's points - I had a NHS Management 
Trainee come and visit me in my service and one 
of her reflections following the visit was that I 
said hello and talked to every member of the 
team as we did a walk round - it made me 
wonder what behaviours she had seen modelled 
elsewhere, I truly hope that she will take the 
value of this with her throughout her career.”

“Being who I am and not 
apologising for being different.”

“I didn't think that I am the culture. Yet I am.”

...on self belief

“Have confidence in the 
uniqueness that is you - take 
confidence in that.”

“We are all perfectly imperfect 
- roll with it and own it, try 
anyway.”

“Loved the story of the procession and to lead 
you have to be amongst people.”

“Vulnerability is not a weakness - absolutely!”

“We could all listen for a couple of extra 
minutes.”

“Seeing the humans in each other.”

“We don't always have to know peoples 
stories to be compassionate and kind.”

“The art of listening is to hear the silence 
between the words.”
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Breakout discussions
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Section 3: Breakout discussions (1/6)

Reflecting on what you have heard and your own experiences, discuss:
• How can we better understand those we work with?
• How can we challenge behaviour with kindness?
• How can we surface our own unconscious bias in how we interact with 

others?
• How can we care for ourselves while also standing up for what we 

believe in?

We then went into breakout rooms to discuss what we had heard and explore our own experiences.
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Section 3: Breakout discussions (2/6)

Participants first shared their opening reflections and their responses to the prompt “How can we better understand those we 
work with?” Key themes and tips from the discussions included:

Creating time for people
● Remote working can make it harder to connect with people, it’s important to prioritise more time spent on getting to know people, and not being afraid 

to step away from work to invest the time in this.

‘Birds of a feather flock together’
● We all have a natural tendency to build connections with people similar to ourselves. It can be helpful to do a ‘network audit’ of who you talk to a lot. 
● Think about how to reach out to those who don’t have as much in common with you. Be curious, have empathy, and accept their viewpoint might be 

different - we have to have different perspectives to be innovative. 

Making yourself available
● It’s helpful to work around your colleagues’ schedules to find time to actually chat and see how each other are doing.
● Some participants shared that social workers and others often work at different times, making yourself available to those on different schedules could 

look like sending them a text to let them know you’re there when they need.

Schedule catch ups
● The people you work with are a huge part of your own role, so getting to know one another is important. Knowing your colleagues on a slightly more 

personal level, can help build shared empathy and trust. Some shared the benefit of prioritising 30 minute virtual coffee catch up with a colleagues
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Section 3: Breakout discussions (3/6)

We then explored the question “How can we challenge behaviour with kindness?”. Key themes and tips from the 
discussions included:

● Don’t be afraid to take someone aside and ask them what is 
happening in their life, and ask if things are okay. 

● When addressing challenging behaviour, it’s important to do this 
without using challenging behaviour back.

● Give your colleagues space and enable them to come to you if 
they feel overwhelmed, or have something happening in their 
personal life, that may impact their ability to perform their roles 
to their best ability.

● Notice changes in behaviour. You can simply ask someone 
“how are you feeling today?” - this could lead to them opening 
up and informing you of something you weren't aware of.

● If you think a behaviour is challenging in your opinion, ask 
yourself whose issue it is: is my issue, theirs or a bit of both?

● Stay curious - it’s important to not be too quick to react to 
something as you could be basing your actions off your own 
assumptions. 

● Try to establish the truths of a situation and be fair in your 
judgement and own actions.

Kindness and compassion Reflect on your own bias
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Section 3: Breakout discussions (4/6)

Finally, we considered “How can we surface our own unconscious bias in how we act with others?” Key themes and tips 
from the  discussions included

Recognising that we all act on our unconscious bias
● Try to question your biases, accept that we all have them and want to change them
● Question why you’re behaving or reacting in a certain way
● If you feel comfortable to, give people permission to call you out on your own biases, so you can better reflect on decisions you are making 
● Show curiosity, rather than assuming and jumping in to fixes or solutions

Actively celebrate differences
● Be inquiring and discuss differences in teams/organisations - and accept and celebrate that fact that we are all different
● Actively try to create spaces to let people be who and how they want to be

Feeling uncomfortable and breaking the stigma
● People can sometimes feel uncomfortable discussing their biases, however, it’s important to be reminded that we’ve all done it
● It’s important to ask people how they would like to have conversations like these, so teams can feel the most comfortable
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Section 3: Breakout discussions (5/6)

Finally, we reflected on the question “How can we care for ourselves while also standing up for what we believe in?”

Key reflections from our discussions included:

● Create spaces for others to be open and safe - making things 
safe for others is part of our jobs as leaders

● Get ‘in the middle’ to build relationships for u  and others

● Express empathy

● Don’t underestimate the power of ‘thank you’

● Make the best use of supervision and other time together

● Take confidence in who we are and how we are

● Be consistent and patient as a leader, but also forgive 
yourself if having an ‘off day’

● Role model behaviour, for example, by taking breaks

● Ask ‘what would I want my team to do?’

● Strive to be authentic - treat others as you would want to be 
treated, invest in pleasantries, take the time to ask how your 
team are

For ourselves, as leadersFor our teams
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Section 3: Whole group sharing (6/6)

As we heard the key themes that came out of 
discussion groups, participants shared their 
individual reflections and what was important to 
them, answering the question “What is your 
one key reflection from your discussions?”

“You can't do the 
work for people, you 
can only create the 
space for them.”

“Do more of what 
you’re scared of.”

“Listen to what is not said.”

“The person leading the tender 
conversation may need a debrief 
afterwards.”

“Giving space and time to truly 
listen, paying attention to what 
is not being said - the non-
verbals.”

“Be kind to yourself and others. 
Take some time out [of] each day. 
Keep being you.”

“The hard feeling of trying to 
balance supporting others and 
doing what we perceive is our 
job.”

“Slow down to listen better.”

“Stand up for who you are and 
don't apologise.”

“Waiting for just 2 mins more to 
allow others to speak can open 
up so much.”

“Be true to yourself - face the 
fear and do it anyway.”

“Understanding that 
what is easy or 
comfortable for you, 
may not feel the 
same to someone 
else. Be considerate 
of individual 
circumstance.”

“Help others, keep promises 
and be positive.”

“Pause more.”

“Hold onto your values, stick with it.”

“Listen to understand rather than 
listen to reply.”

“We are all different but there 
are common issues for us all. 
Unique but all experiencing 
similar issues and joys.”

“Try to understand 
the whole person.”

“I loved hearing about the 1-
minute-manager and the power of 
each and every minute and the 
impact it can have on others.”
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Final reflections 
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Section 4: Closing reflections (1/2)

Finally, we closed the session by reflecting on all 
of the conversations so far, and thinking about our 
next steps. We asked participants: “What is one 
practical step you will take to apply the 
learning from today to either yourself, your 
team or your organisation?” “Start to physically 

insert a pause 
following 
discussions.”

“To resist the urge to lead 
from the front and wiggle 
into the middle.”

“Lead from the middle, Work with the 
team to create a space to work in.”

“Prepare for conversations and be brave 
in them.”

“‘People recognise truth; we can all 
think of a fake’ . An ingenuine 
interaction with staff could me more 
damaging and worth considering 
more.”

“I am going to embrace my 
uniqueness. Pass [onto] my 
colleagues to ask in emails 'how are 
you?' and suggest the organisation 
should lead from being in the middle.”

“Support staff to ask why someone is 
behaving differently. Ask if they can help.”

“Recognise the uniqueness 
of each of the people I work 
with and try to celebrate it 
with them.”

“Model the behaviours 
that I value in creating 
space and time for 
connection.”

“Support my teams to have 
experience of using silence 
as a kindness and thinking 
tool.”

“Have the self-belief that I 
was appointed to my role 
because I am me and no 
apologies needed for 
that.”

“I am going to stop apologising for being 
self and be more authentic in how I 
express myself and share more.”

“Include the pause in conversations.”

“It is not about the 
amount of time but 
quality of time, so 
pausing, take down the 
work face to start the 
conversation will be 
returned many fold.”

“Being in the middle 
of the team, not the 
front and not the 
back!”

“Have confidence in my leadership; 
encourage others to do the same -
leadership for all.”

“Listen more but also 
realise am only 
human and be kind to 
myself.”
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DIY: 1-hour community conversation
● 5 mins - Introductions: Welcome participants and encourage everyone to grab a tea, coffee or lunch. Kick off 

introductions in the chat box, asking everyone to share who they are, where they're joining from and why.
● 5 mins - Opening perspective: Introduction from the host sharing what you learnt from this event, and why you wanted 

to bring this conversation to your own team. Focus on storytelling, ask questions, and don't be afraid of the tricky 
issues!

● 30 mins - Breakout discussions: As soon as the introduction is over, go into smaller breakout rooms. Discuss 
reflections from the introduction, own experiences, and what can we do, individually and as a team community, to 
foster cultures that place real value on relationships.

● 15 mins - Whole group discussion: Ask for a volunteer from small groups to share the top themes that came out of 
their discussion, then open up the floor for reflections.

● 5 mins - Closing reflections: Spend 30 seconds in strictest silence individually reflecting on the discussion, and share a 
closing reflection in chat. Use a prompt to get people thinking about practical next steps: "One practical step I will take 
away from the discussions is…". As you close, remember to ask participants to share their feedback on the 
discussion.

Having this conversation in your own team (2/2) 

Thank you so much for joining us. Did you value the conversation, and would you like to take your 
learnings into your own community? Why not host your own conversation on how to embed 
indicators of ‘good leadership’ in our everyday practice? There are lots of ways you could do this, but here 
are our steps to hosting your own community conversation.

Check out this handy cheat 
sheet to learn more.

https://projectlift.scot/how-to-host-your-own-online-leadership-conversation/
https://projectlift.scot/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/DIY_-Community-hosted-conversation.pdf
https://projectlift.scot/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/DIY_-Community-hosted-conversation.pdf
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Evaluation (1/1)

% of respondents 
agreed this session 

enhanced their 
leadership skills.

% of respondents 
would recommend 
an event like this to 

a colleague
100

100

We asked participants for their reflections on the session. 22 participants responded to our feedback survey. 

Their reflections included:

- “I thoroughly enjoyed the session and the speakers gave me food for 
thought.”

- “I felt the event was delivered in a way that encouraged openness, 
vulnerability and compassion. Sometimes we forget these small things 
when busy with all other daily tasks.”

- “I learnt practical tips that are easy to implement.”
- “Time very well spent, great insights in short time frame!”
- “Good discussion and ideas from the speakers and those attending to 

improve leadership.”
- “I really appreciate the thinking space that these sessions afford me. 

Each of the speakers yesterday resonated with me and I look forward to 
the next date.”

- “It was engaging and insightful. Guest speakers were absolutely brilliant.”
- “It was inspiring and really gave time to reflect on how I am  as a leader.”
- “Engaging speakers with great discussion and practical tips.”

What 
participants 
said about 
the event:
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Thank you
If you have any questions about anything in this pack or any of the events in the series, feel free to contact us at 
hello@kscopehealth.org.uk.

mailto:hello@kscopehealth.org.uk
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